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A GENERALIZATION OF SARD'S THEOREM AND A JACOBIAN CONDITION FOR INTERIORITÀ
Throughout this paper D,D'c R n are open and fsD -• R n is a map. We denote by Zf = {x eD|f is differentiable in χ and Jf(x) = ü}. A well-known theorem of Sard says that if f:D -*R n is a C 1 map, then m(f(ZfJ) = 0 (m denotes the Lebesgue measure in R^). Also, a well-known theorem of Luzin says that if we have f:(a,b) -» R continuous, then m(f(Z^))=0, hence without assuming continuous differentiation on (a,b). Since in many problems in higher dimensions the Jacobian plays the saine role as the derivative, it is natural to ask if Sard's theorem remains true if we drop the continuous differentiation condition oil D. The answer is positive and it is surprising that we do not need even the continuity of f on D. More precisely, we shall prove that if f:D -» fi D is a map, then m(f(Zf)) « 0. We shall need the following definitions, notations and theorems: Definition I wish to thank Professor Solomon Marcus for his reading to manuscript and for all advioes I received during the writing of this paper. Lemma 1.
Let Q c R n be a n-dimensional cube, Ac ς and a>0 such that Q can be divided in subcubee of side a, the sides of ever; such subcube being parallel with the sides of Q. Then there exist x^.Xg,...,x p e A such that A c B(x.,aVn) and ever; point from Q is contained in at i-1 1 most Ν such balls.
Proof. Let us choose,in ever; subcube of the division which intersects A, a point from A. We denote this set by x 1 ,x 2 ,...,xp and we show that this set satisfies the conditions from the theorem. Indeed, if χ ε A, there exists 1 s i ίρ suoh that άΐχ,χ^) $ aVn, he no e xeB(x if aVn). Let us fix j < p. If B(x^,a\fí)η B{Xj,aVn) ¿ 0, then d(x it xj) <2aVn, hence x ± is contained in a cube of side a(4[Vn]+5) which has the middle point in the middle point of the subcube of side a containing Xj and the sides parallel with the sides of Q. Since this cube contains N-1 subcubes of side a from our division, we find that B(xj,aVn) may be intersected by at most N-1 of the balls B(x¿,aVn), 1 < i <ρ, and the theorem is proved. for every r«^ , k* k 0 , m e H. Then A η Q = ij a^ for k=k 0 every meN and,since A^c A m^ k+1 j, it follows that A mk^A nQ.
We apply Lemma 1 for Q and A ml £ and such that d/a ε Ν and m(f(B(x i ,r))) we find x 1f x 2 ipeA^cQoA such that "fu^Jpj, <i and every point from Q is contained in at most Ν such balls.
Since ffAgjg) is closed, it is measurable and we have: page 26,we obtain that ze/(U). Sinoe we can ohooaa a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of χ denoted by It such that, for every U e II, f(U) e i^f (χ) » we ο1>Ϊ3:ί -η tix at f is open in χ and the theorem is proved. If we suppose that J^(x) <0 a.e<>, the proof is similar. 
